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In 1892, nine-year-old Dom’s mother puts him on a ship leaving Italy, bound for America. He is a stowaway, traveling
alone and with nothing of value except for a new pair of shoes from his mother. In the turbulent world of homeless
children in Manhattan’s Five Points, Dom learns street smarts, and not only survives, but thrives by starting his own
business. A vivid, fascinating story of an exceptional boy, based in part on the author’s grandfather.
As information technology becomes increasingly essential within organizations, the reputation and role of the CIO has
been diminishing To regain credibility and avoid obscurity, CIOs must take on a larger, more strategic role. Here is a
blueprint for doing exactly that. This book shows how CIOs can bridge the gap between IT and the rest of the
organization and finally make IT a strategic advantage rather than a cost sink.
Join Will Carter for his freshman year, when he'll search for sex, love, and acceptance anywhere he can find it. In the
process, he'll almost kill a trombone player, face off with his greatest nemesis, get caught up in a messy love triangle,
suffer a lot of blood loss, narrowly escape death, run from the cops (not once, but twice), meet his match in the form of a
curvy drill teamer, and surprise everyone, including himself.
At a time of corrosive popular cynicism and profound international unease, the need for clarity over the fundamental
concepts of politics has never been greater: the forces of Terrorism and Fundamentalism endanger our Security, while
government responses to it pose a basic threat to Liberty, Democracy and Human rights. Corruption, Spin and a suspect
Political culture arouse public indignation, which is further aggravated by an array of Pressure groups and the far-fromdisinterested attentions of the Mass media. In 50 Political Ideas You Really Need to Know, Ben Dupre clears away the
murk that obscures key concepts that we ignore at our peril.
In February 1999 the tragic New York City police shooting of Amadou Diallo, an unarmed street vendor from Guinea,
brought into focus the existence of West African merchants in urban America. In Money Has No Smell, Paul Stoller offers
us a more complete portrait of the complex lives of West African immigrants like Diallo, a portrait based on years of
research Stoller conducted on the streets of New York City during the 1990s. Blending fascinating ethnographic
description with incisive social analysis, Stoller shows how these savvy West African entrepreneurs have built cohesive
and effective multinational trading networks, in part through selling a simulated Africa to African Americans. These and
other networks set up by the traders, along with their faith as devout Muslims, help them cope with the formidable state
regulations and personal challenges they face in America. As Stoller demonstrates, the stories of these West African
traders illustrate and illuminate ongoing debates about globalization, the informal economy, and the changing nature of
American communities.
The PROFESSIONAL REVIEW GUIDE FOR THE CCS EXAMINATION, 2013 EDITION, is an essential, effective
preparation tool for the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) Certified Coding Specialist
(CCS) exam. This comprehensive learning package includes a reader-friendly, content-rich text, now featuring online
interactive quizzing, accessible via Printed Access Code bound into the front cover of the book. An available
WebTutorTM supplement adds versatile online course management tools, including exam content, flashcards, course
objectives, class notes, and discussion questions. Thorough and up-to-date, this invaluable guide covers critical
information to help students pass the exam and prepare for professional success, including material on current code sets
and AHIMA standards; recent changes to ICD-9-CM, CPT, ICD-10-CM, and ICD-10-PCS; electronic medical records;
HIPAA requirements; and relevant laws, standards, and procedures. In addition to mock exams modeled closely to actual
AHIMA exams, the guide includes study tips, coding case studies, quizzes and activities linked to AHIMA competencies
to help students hone their skills by assigning codes to diagnoses and procedures for a variety of patient settings.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
800x600 The Concise Introduction to Modern SOA: High-Value Approaches, Innovative Technologies, Proven Use
Cases After a decade of innovation in technology and practice, SOA is now a mainstream computing discipline, capable
of transforming IT enterprises and optimizing business automation. In Next Generation SOA, top-selling SOA author
Thomas Erl and a team of experts present a plain-English tour of SOA, service-orientation, and the key service
technologies being used to build sophisticated contemporary service-oriented solutions. The starting point for today's IT
professionals, this concise guide distills the increasingly growing and diverse field of service-oriented architecture and the
real-world practice of building powerful service-driven systems. Accessible and jargon-free, this book intentionally avoids
technical details to provide easy-to-understand, introductory coverage of the following topics: Services, serviceorientation, and service-oriented computing: what they are and how they have evolved How SOA and service-orientation
change businesses and transform IT culture, priorities, and technology decisions How services are defined and
composed to solve a wide spectrum of business problems Deep implications of the service-orientation
paradigm--illuminated through an annotation of the classic SOA Manifesto Traditional and contemporary service
technologies and architectures How clouds and virtualization support the scalability and reliability of services-based
solutions SOA-based industry models, from enterprise service to global trader A detailed case study: how real
enterprises bring together contemporary SOA practices, models, and technologies Next Generation SOA will be
indispensable to wide audiences of business decision makers and technologists--including architects, developers,
managers, executives, strategists, consultants, and researchers. Normal 0 false false false EN-US X-NONE X-NONE
MicrosoftInternetExplorer4
Building the Responsible Enterprise provides students and practitioners with a practical, yet academically rooted,
introduction to the state-of-the-art in sustainability and corporate social responsibility. The book consists of four parts,
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highlighting different aspects of corporate responsibility. Part I discusses the context in which corporate responsibility
occurs. Part II looks at three critical issues: the development of vision at the individual and organizational levels, the
integration of values into the responsible enterprise, and the ways that these building blocks create added value for a
firm. Part III highlights the actual management practices that enable enterprises to achieve excellence, focusing on the
roles that stakeholder relationships play in improving performance. The book concludes with a conversation about
responsible management in the global village, examining the emerging infrastructure in which enterprise finds itself
today. Throughout the text, cases exemplify key concepts and highlight companies that are guiding us into tomorrow's
business environment.
The Keep It Simple (KISS) philosophy is the primary focus of this book. It is written in very simple language with minimal
math, as a compilation of helpful EMI troubleshooting hints. Its light-hearted tone is at odds with the extreme seriousness
of most engineering reference works that become boring after a few pages. This text tells engineers what to do and how
to do it. Only a basic knowledge of math, electronics, and a basic understanding of EMI/EMC are necessary to
understand the concepts and circuits described. Once EMC troubleshooting is demystified, readers learn there are quick
and simple techniques to solve complicated problems a key aspect of this book. Simple and inexpensive methods to
resolve EMI issues are discussed to help generate unique ideas and methods for developing additional diagnostic tools
and measurement procedures. An appendix on how to build probes is included. It can be a fun activity, even humorous at
times with bizarre techniques (i.e., the sticky finger probe).
From the last time Linda and Thomas meet, at a charmless hotel in a distant city, to the moment, thirty-five years earlier,
when a chance encounter on a rocky beach binds them fatefully together, this hypnotically compelling novel unfolds a
tale of intense passion, drama, and suspense. The Last Time They Met is a singularly ambitious and accomplished work
by one of today's most widely celebrated novelists.
Top high school baseball coach Mike Curran shares his coaching strategies, covering topics such as off-season
planning, player evaluation, utilizing the coaching staff, organizing practices, creating effective drills, planning offensive
and defensive strategies, scouting, game preparation, and in-game decision making.
In the five decades after the Civil War, the United States witnessed a profusion of legal institutions designed to cope with
the nation's exceptionally acute industrial accident crisis. Jurists elaborated the common law of torts. Workingmen's
organizations founded a widespread system of cooperative insurance. Leading employers instituted welfare-capitalist
accident relief funds. And social reformers advocated compulsory insurance such as workmen's compensation. John
Fabian Witt argues that experiments in accident law at the turn of the twentieth century arose out of competing views of
the loose network of ideas and institutions that historians call the ideology of free labor. These experiments a century ago
shaped twentieth- and twenty-first-century American accident law; they laid the foundations of the American
administrative state; and they occasioned a still hotly contested legal transformation from the principles of free labor to
the categories of insurance and risk. In this eclectic moment at the beginnings of the modern state, Witt describes
American accident law as a contingent set of institutions that might plausibly have developed along a number of historical
paths. In turn, he suggests, the making of American accident law is the story of the equally contingent remaking of our
accidental republic. Table of Contents: Introduction 1. Crippled Workingmen, Destitute Widows, and the Crisis of Free
Labor 2. The Dilemmas of Classical Tort Law 3. The Cooperative Insurance Movement 4. From Markets to Managers 5.
Widows, Actuaries, and the Logics of Social Insurance 6. The Passion of William Werner 7. The Accidental Republic
Conclusion Notes Acknowledgments Index John Witt paints his portrait of industrializing America with the subtlety of a
master and on an immense canvas. His magisterial history is much more than an account of the rise of workers
compensation, still one of our greatest social reforms. Witt vividly recreates the social context of the late 19th century
industrial world - workers' appalling injury and death rates, their mutual help and insurance associations, mass
immigration, the rise of Taylorist management, the struggles to give new meaning to the free labor ideal, the encounter
between European social engineering and American anti-statism and individualism, and the politics and economics of
labor relations in the Progressive era. Out of these materials, Witt shows, the law helped fashion a new social order. His
analysis has great contemporary significance, revealing both the alluring possibilities and the enduring limits of legal
reform in America. It is destined to become a classic of social and legal history. --Peter H. Schuck, author of Diversity in
America: Keeping Government at a Safe Distance John Witt shows us the power of perceptive legal history at work.
Within the tangle of compensation for industrial accidents, he discovers not only a legal struggle whose outcome set the
pattern for many 20th century interventions of government in economic life, but also a momentous confrontation between
contract and collective responsibility. Anyone who finds American history absorbing will gain pleasure and insight from
this book. --Viviana Zelizer, Princeton University, author of The Social Meaning of Money: Pin Money, Paychecks, Poor
Relief, and Other Currencies In 1940 Willard Hurst and Lloyd Garrison inaugurated modern socio-legal studies in the
United States with their history of workers' injuries and legal process in Wisconsin. Two generations later, John Fabian
Witt's The Accidental Republic marks the full maturation of that field of inquiry. Deftly integrating a legal analysis of tort
doctrine, a history of industrial accidents, and a fresh political-economic understanding of statecraft, Witt demonstrates
the significance of turn-of-the-century struggles over work, injury, risk, reparation, and regulation in the making of our
modern world. Sophisticated, comprehensive, and interdisciplinary, The Accidental Republic is legal history as Hurst and
Garrison imagined it could be. --William Novak, The University of Chicago, author of The People's Welfare: Law and
Regulation in Nineteenth-Century America
This handbook sets out a clear organisational rationale of coaching and/or mentoring and provides structured activities
for self-reflection or groups. It will be particularly suitable for Higher Education institutions which are considering the
development of mentoring as part of their effective professional relationships and working practices. The handbook offers
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a number of definitions of coaching and mentoring. But, while definitions are helpful they are not sufficient in themselves
to inform our practices. This handbook therefore extends our thinking by examining how the practices of coaching and
mentoring have explicit links with models of learning. A case study of the learning-centred model that has been
successfully piloted at the Institute of Education illustrates these links in practice. In addition, the handbook covers: the
benefits of coaching/mentoring; the purposes of coaching/mentoring; who can be a coach/mentor; the activities involved;
the skills required; dialogue in coaching/mentoring; personal qualities necessary in effective relationships; ethical
guidelines. The accompanying CD contains printable masters of the activities.
With their collection In Search of the Black Panther Party, Yohuru Williams and Jama Lazerow provided a broad analysis
of the Black Panther Party and its legacy. In Liberated Territory, they turn their attention to local manifestations of the
organization, far away from the party’s Oakland headquarters. This collection’s contributors, all historians, examine how
specific party chapters and offshoots emerged, developed, and waned, as well as how the local branches related to their
communities and to the national party. The histories and character of the party branches vary as widely as their locations.
The Cape Verdeans of New Bedford, Massachusetts, were initially viewed as a particular challenge for the local Panthers
but later became the mainstay of the Boston-area party. In the early 1970s, the Winston-Salem, North Carolina, chapter
excelled at implementing the national Black Panther Party’s strategic shift from revolutionary confrontation to
mainstream electoral politics. In Detroit, the Panthers were defined by a complex relationship between their aboveground activities and an underground wing dedicated to armed struggle. While the Milwaukee chapter was born out of a
rising tide of black militancy, it ultimately proved more committed to promoting literacy and health care and redressing
hunger than to violence. The Alabama Black Liberation Front did not have the official imprimatur of the national party, but
it drew heavily on the Panthers’ ideas and organizing strategies, and its activism demonstrates the broad resonance of
many of the concerns articulated by the national party: the need for jobs, for decent food and housing, for black selfdetermination, and for sustained opposition to police brutality against black people. Liberated Territory reveals how the
Black Panther Party’s ideologies, goals, and strategies were taken up and adapted throughout the United States.
Contributors: Devin Fergus, Jama Lazerow, Ahmad A. Rahman, Robert W. Widell Jr., Yohuru Williams
Henry Adler is a master teacher, renowned author, consummate musician and a legend in his own time. His former
students include Buddy Rich, Louie Bellson, Roy Burns and countless others. He is best known for his hand-building
technique which he developed over many years and which he teaches in this video.
There were very few land burials in Moon Beach. It was considered old-fashioned, unhealthy and something that only
happened to the poor. Instead the dead were buried in ocean cemeteries, twelve miles out. A special festival was held
every year in their honour. Children loved it. They were given white chocolate bones, marzipan skulls and ice-cream
coffins on a stick. There were costume parties too. You had to wear something blue because that was the colour people
went when they were buried under the sea. You could paint your hands and face if you liked, or even dye your hair.
That's what people did in Moon Beach. Turned blue once a year. And then they turned blue forever...
In his book Wild at Heart, author John Eldredge thrust a generation of men, young and old, toward a journey to recover true
masculinity?the soul of a man as God designed him. If you've already begun the journey, you know how thrilling?and hard?it can
be. So you may have longed for a tool to maximize the impact, a guide to show the way. Packed with new information and
insights, the Wild at Heart Field Manual guides you along "the road less traveled." Filled with probing questions, creative
exercises, and space to record personal field notes, this companion volume is designed to transition you from reading about the
wild heart to living from it. For too long, the call of Christianity to men has evoked no higher goal, ultimately, than becoming a "nice
guy." No wonder many men are bored to tears with church. The hero instinct has been trained out of them. But Eldredge invites
men to come alive again, to find their great battle, adventure, and beauty. If you dare . . . keep reading. Your life will never be the
same.
"I live in the managerial age, in a world of "admin." The greatest evil is not now down in those sordid dens of crime that Dickens
loved to paint, it is not down even in concentration camps and labor camps-- though in those we see its' final result-- but it is
conceived and ordered, moved, seconded, carried and minuted in clean carpeted, warmed and well-lighted offices, by quiet men
with white collars and cut fingernails and smooth-shaven cheeks who do not need to raise their voice." - C.S. Lewis Katie McCall
went from being a mother of two and professional midwife, to homeless single mother and convicted felon, at the whim of people
she'd never met, who decided from within their cubicles that she needed to be punished. Let her cautionary tale show you how
easy it is to fall victim to the tyrrany of the cubicle.
Saphir Philipose Athyal, b. 1931, Christian theologist from Kerala, India; contributed articles.
Madrid 1938. Carlos Tejada Alonso y Leon is a Sergeant in the Guardia Civil, a rare rank for one not yet 30, but Tejada is an
unusual recruit. Second son of a wealthy family of landowners, he is an enthusiast for the Catholic Franquista cause - a dedicated
and triumphant Nationalist. The bitter war between the Nationalists and the Republicans has drawn international attention, drawing
fascists and communists from around Europe. When the Nationalists triumph in Madrid and begin to impose order, Tejada finds
the body of his friend and goes in search of justice.
The thermal use of the shallow subsurface is increasingly being promoted and implemented as one of many promising measures
for saving energy. A series of questions arises concerning the design and management of underground and groundwater heat
extraction systems, such as the sharing of the thermal resource and the assessment of its long-term potential. For the proper
design of thermal systems it is necessary to assess their impact on underground and groundwater temperatures. Thermal Use of
Shallow Groundwater introduces the theoretical fundamentals of heat transport in groundwater systems, and discusses the
essential thermal properties. It presents a complete overview of analytical and numerical subsurface heat transport modeling,
providing a series of mathematical tools and simulation models based on analytical and numerical solutions of the heat transport
equation. It is illustrated with case studies from Austria, Germany, and Switzerland of urban thermal energy use, and heat storage
and cooling. This book gives a complete set of analytical solutions together with MATLAB® computer codes ready for immediate
application or design. It offers a comprehensive overview of the state of the art of analytical and numerical subsurface heat
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transport modeling for students in civil or environmental engineering, engineering geology, and hydrogeology, and also serves as
a reference for industry professionals.
Since it was first published in 1997, THE OPTIMUM NUTRITION BIBLE has revolutionized health by showing more than half a
million readers how to achieve a profound sense of well-being by devising the best possible intake of nutrients for their unique
biochemical makeup. THE NEW OPTIMUM NUTRITION BIBLE presents the latest research from Britain'¬?s top nutrition expert
Patrick Holford, with new chapters on stimulants, water, eating right for your blood type, detox, homocysteine, and toxic minerals.
You'll learn to analyze your symptoms, lifestyle, and eating habits in order to formulate a personal ideal diet and vitamin regimen.
Once optimum nutrition is in place, you can look forward to a consistent high level of energy, emotional balance, alertness,
physical fitness, resilience against infectious diseases, and longevity. • A revised edition of the best-selling nutritional guide, with
an A-to-Z guide to specific health problems and how to heal them with optimum nutrition. • Unlike modern medicine, which tends
to treat diseases not people, the optimum nutrition approach considers a human being as a whole, with an interconnected mind
and body designed to adapt to health if the circumstances are right. • Additional chapters cover boosting your immune system;
preventing cancer and heart disease; how to increase your IQ, memory, and mental performance; improving skin health; and much
more. • THE OPTIMUM NUTRITION BIBLE sold more than 500,000 copies worldwide.
Tired of making fruitless spiritual New Year's resolutions (e.g. "This year I will start to read the Bible on a regular basis." or "This
year I want to really grow in my faith") to no avail? Triad Discipleship is a streamlined resource that provides the authentic
accountability and support needed to anchor wishful growth into reality. Scripture identifies a disciple as anyone who chooses to
trust and follow the resurrected King. The Triad concept was designed, not for aspiring monastics, but for regular folk who are tired
of spiritual stagnation, and want to grow closer to God and His people. Beneath the flare and fanfare of a diverse sea of bible
studies and small group curriculum, Triad Discipleship seeks to identify the 3 constants true any transformative group, namely: 1.
Transparency with Struggles (Exhale) 2. Consumption of Scripture (Inhale) 3. Missional Engagement (Eyes Outward) Regardless
of group members' backgrounds, the unifying trait of Triad Discipleship is a desire to grow in Christ, and the recognition that doing
so means doing so with the help of others. You're invited to embark on a fresh leg of your journey as a disciple with Triad
Discipleship!
A critique of modern Western civilization, including contemporary concerns of consumerism, capitalism, globalization, and poverty,
from the perspective of a believing Catholic. Responding to Enlightenment and Postmodernist views of the social and economic
realities of our time, Cavanaugh engages with contemporary concerns--consumerism, late capitalism, globalization, poverty--in a
way reminiscent of Rowan Williams (Lost Icons), Nicholas Boyle (Who Are We Now?) and Michel de Certeau. "Consumption of the
Eucharist," he argues, "consumes one into the narrative of the pilgrim City of God, whose reach extends beyond the global to
embrace all times and places." He develops the theme of the Eucharist as the basis for Christian resistance to the violent
disciplines of state, civil society and globalization.
Jinx's Magic is the second book in Sage Blackwood's highly acclaimed fantasy-adventure series, Jinx. This humorous and smart tween trilogy
set in a magical forest is perfect for fans of Angie Sage's Septimus Heap, Michael Buckley's the Sisters Grimm, and Brandon Mull's
Fablehaven. "Readers will thrill to journey with Jinx" (Jinx, School Library Journal, starred review), a daring young wizard's apprentice, as he
travels from his home in the Urwald to an unfamiliar desert land in search of ancient magic. He needs that magic badly—there are forces
threatening the Urwald from all sides. The more he learns, however, the clearer it becomes that this quest will require more than the magic of
a solitary wizard's apprentice, and soon he'll have to call upon all of the Urwald—witches, werewolves, wizards, and trees—for help.
Kallon Redheart lives with his back turned on his fellow dragons, on humans, and on everything he once understood. Riza Diantus is a young
woman with dreams too wide to fit inside her village fence. Their unexpected friendship is risky in Leland Province, where drought has
stripped the land and superstition has cowed its people. And the danger only grows. Fordon Blackclaw, Dragon Council Leader, resents
Leland's time-worn venur system. He has inflamed tensions between dragons and humans to the brink of war. He wants to trample humans
into utter submission, or wipe them off the face of the land. Anger erupts, scorching innocent lives in its path. When Riza is threatened, Kallon
is the only one with the power to save her. But first, he must confront his past and the future he stopped believing in. He must claim his
destiny.
Continuing her irresistible Royal Brotherhood Series, bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries introduces the third of three half-noble half brothers—
the brashest rogue in all of London. Proper Lady Christabel, the Marchioness of Haversham, is desperate to regain some letters that could
destroy her—so desperate that she pretends to be the mistress of notorious gaming-club owner Gavin Byrne to accompany him to a
scandalous house party where she can reclaim them. But when she agreed to let Byrne coach her on how a true mistress behaves, she
never suspected how very . . . persuasive his wicked lessons would be. Gavin is secretly determined to find the letters himself and use them
for revenge against the noble sire who abandoned him to grow up in London’s worst slums. He’s also delighted at how very successful his
“mistress lessons” are: it won’t be long before the luscious young widow is in his bed. But when Christabel catches Gavin in his own
seductive net, he faces a difficult choice: to wreak the vengeance he’s planned all his life, or to protect the woman he may—to his own
astonishment—need more than revenge.
The Isma'ili Muslims, a major sect of Shi'i Islam, form a community that is intriguing in its deterritorialized social organization. Informed by the
richness of Isma'ili history, theories of transnationalism and globalization, and firsthand ethnographic f
Black Liberation in the MidwestThe Struggle in St. Louis, Missouri, 1964-1970Routledge
Characters of Christmas-Advent Candle lighting readings is a great resource as we prepare for Christmas in the season of Advent. In the
Characters of Christmas each week we meet some of the characters of the first Christmas as we light each Advent candle. The readings are
designed for weekly Advent candle lighting and reflection in church worship, school or home devotions.
It is the call Scotland Yard Superintendent Duncan Kincaid never expected -- and one he certainly doesn't want. Victoria, his ex-wife, who
walked out without an explanation more than a decade ago, asks him to look into the suicide of local poet, Lydia Brooke -- a case that's been
officially closed for five years. The troubled young writer's death, Victoria claims, might well have been murder. No one is more surprised than
Kincaid himself when he agrees to investigate -- not even his partner and lover, Sergeant Gemma James. But it's a second death that raises
the stakes and plunges Kincaid and James into a labyrinth of dark lies and lethal secrets that stretches all the way back through the twentieth
century -- a death that most assuredly is murder, one that has altered Duncan Kincaid's world forever.
LT-Z400 (2003-2008)
If the Buddha came to dinner at your home, what would you serve? Fast food? A frozen meal quickly reheated in the microwave? Chances
are you'd feed your honored guest a delicious meal prepared with love and care. But the next time you have dinner, what will you eat? With
so much processed food in the marketplace, obesity in adults and children dramatically on the rise, and digestive problems increasingly more
common, it's clear that we're facing a serious food crisis in this country. The answer, however, isn't just to go on a diet. Reducing the intake of
refined and processed foods and increasing whole foods certainly can improve one's health. But we need more. We need to feed ourselves
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with a sense of purpose, self-respect, love, and passion for our lives. We need to nourish our spirits. Nourishment isn't a fad diet . . . it's a
lifelong journey, and Halé Sofia Schatz is the ideal guide. Gentle, wise, and humorous, she shows us the way to the heart of
nourishment--our own inner wisdom that knows exactly how to feed our whole self. A perfect blend of inspiration and practical suggestions, If
the Buddha Came to Dinner includes guidelines for selecting vital foods, ideas for keeping your energy balanced throughout the day, a
cleanse program, and over 60 recipes to awaken your palate. Open this book and nurture yourself as never before. You'll be fed in a whole
new way.
A celebration of international gourmet vegan recipes that introduces ingredients and techniques to gently guide you towards a healthful diet.
Much more than a cookbook, this Wisdom Work for the twenty-first century contains stunning food photography, breathtaking sacred site
images from around the world, and countless wisdom sayings. A foreword by Dr. Jane Goodall highlights its aim to inspire peace and
understanding among individuals, cultures, and all who care about our planet.
From the Chief Curator of the Historic Royal Palaces in England, a vivid and captivating portrait of a seventeenth-century nobleman, his
household, and the dramatic decades surrounding the English Civil War. William Cavendish embodied the popular image of a cavalier. He
was both courageous and cultured. His passions were architecture, horses, and women. And, along with the whole courtly world of King
Charles I and his cavaliers, he was doomed to failure. This is the story of one remarkable man, but it is also a rich evocation of what
sustained him-his elaborate household. In this accessible narrative history, Lucy Worsley brings to life the complex and fascinating
hierarchies among the inhabitants of the great houses of the seventeenth century, painting a picture of conspiracy, sexual intrigue,
clandestine marriage, and gossip. From Ben Jonson and Anthony Van Dyck to long-forgotten servants, Cavalier recreates the cacaphony,
stink, ceremony, and splendor of the stately home and its inhabitants.
This book offers a response to the inadequate examination of the Midwest in Civil Rights Movement scholarship - scholarship that continues
to ignore the city of St. Louis and the Black liberation struggle that took place there. Jolly examines this local movement and organizations
such as the Black Liberators, Mid-City Congress, Jeff Vander Lou Community Action Group, DuBois Club, CORE, Zulu 1200s, and the Nation
of Islam to illuminate the larger Black liberation struggle in the Midwest in the mid- and late 1960s. Furthermore, this work details the larger
atmosphere and conditions in St. Louis, Missouri and the Midwest from which this local movement developed and operated. This work raises
important questions about periodizing and locating Black liberation and Black Nationalism. As racial oppression in the United States was
equated with neo-colonialism and internal-colonialism, this discussion reveals the global nature of white supremacy, race and class
oppression and exploitation, as well as the material and ideological relationship between local and transnational liberation movements.
In the years following the Civil War, a veritable army of homeless men swept across America's "wageworkers' frontier" and forged a beguiling
and bedeviling counterculture known as "hobohemia." Celebrating unfettered masculinity and jealously guarding the American road as the
preserve of white manhood, hoboes took command of downtown districts and swaggered onto center stage of the new urban culture. Less
obviously, perhaps, they also staked their own claims on the American polity, claims that would in fact transform the very entitlements of
American citizenship. In this eye-opening work of American history, Todd DePastino tells the epic story of hobohemia's rise and fall, and
crafts a stunning new interpretation of the "American century" in the process. Drawing on sources ranging from diaries, letters, and police
reports to movies and memoirs, Citizen Hobo breathes life into the largely forgotten world of the road, but it also, crucially, shows how the
hobo army so haunted the American body politic that it prompted the creation of an entirely new social order and political economy.
DePastino shows how hoboes—with their reputation as dangers to civilization, sexual savages, and professional idlers—became a cultural and
political force, influencing the creation of welfare state measures, the promotion of mass consumption, and the suburbanization of America.
Citizen Hobo's sweeping retelling of American nationhood in light of enduring struggles over "home" does more than chart the change from
"homelessness" to "houselessness." In its breadth and scope, the book offers nothing less than an essential new context for thinking about
Americans' struggles against inequality and alienation.
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